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Summary. This paper presents our method to achieve load-balance of a combustion 

simulation application, on the CPU + MIC (Many Integrated Core) heterogeneous platform. 

For a test case of the turbulent combustion in a cavity-based supersonic combustor with a 

mesh of 5.65 million cells, the heterogeneous configuration with two KNC coprocessors is 

maximally 2.59 times faster over two Haswell 12-core CPUs.  

  

1 INTRODUCTION 

LESAP (Large Eddy Simulation for Air-breathing Propulsion) is a real-world scramjet 

combustion simulation application [1,2]. The detailed physical models and numerical methods, 

including the turbulence models, the numerical schemes, the turbulent inflow conditions and 

the mass-tracing procedure, were presented in[1]. We port this application to the CPU + MIC 

(Many Integrated Core) heterogeneous platform (e.g., the Tianhe-2 Supercomputer [3]) using 

the OpenMP 4.5 offload programming model [4]. Making use of all CPU and MIC cores and 

achieving load balancing between CPU and MIC coprocessors are crucial for good 

performance. This paper addresses the two issues and performance evaluation shows good 

results. 

2    METHODOLOGY 

To partition the workload between the CPUs and the MIC coprocessors, we design an 

asymmetric task partition method. There are two types of processes. The offload processes 

(Poffload) execute the sequential code segments, control the CPU-MIC data transfer and inter-

process communications, and offloads highly parallel code segments to the coprocessor. The 

compute processes (Pcompute) perform computations by themselves and do not offload tasks to 

the MIC coprocessors. As most CPU cores are assigned to the compute processes, they can 

perform their computation in total parallel with the MIC coprocessors. 

We allocate the workload to the MPI processes based on the grid block, with each process 

operates on one grid block. However, the computing power of the CPU and the MIC 

coprocessor is different. To address this issue, we design a load balancing scheme, which 

takes into account of the number of MIC coprocessors on one node, the number of total grid 
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blocks, and the number of offloads on each MIC coprocessors. Each compute process utilizes 

several CPU cores by OpenMP threads. Typically, most CPU cores are used by the compute 

processes to perform computations. Each offload process can offload task to only one MIC 

coprocessor. However, multiple offload processes are allowed to offload tasks to a same MIC 

coprocessor. 

For a given platform configuration, the model’s hardware parameters are fixed. Whereas, 

the number of grid block on one node, the number of grid blocks assigned to each MIC 

coprocessor, and the number of OpenMP threads invoked in each offload are adjustable. The 

key to achieve load balance is to determine the values of these parameters. We empirically 

search for the parameters that achieve the highest performance by performing a small number 

of time-step iterations for different parameter combinations. Then we set the optimal values of 

these parameters in the production run. 

3   RESULTS 

Performance evaluation is carried out on a server node consists of two Intel Xeon E5-2692 

v3 (Haswell) 12-core CPUs and two Intel KNC coprocessor (one is Intel Xeon Phi 5110P, 

another is Intel Xeon Phi 7120P). The test case is the turbulent combustion in a cavity-based 

supersonic combustor. The mesh contains about 5.65 million cells. Figure 1 shows the 

average runtime per time-step in seconds for varies running configurations. Figure 2 shows 

the maximum speedup achieved when different computing devices are used. The 

heterogeneous configuration, with the additional two KNC coprocessors, achieves a 

maximum speedup of 2.59 times over two Haswell CPUs. 

 

Figure 1. Average runtime per time-step in seconds 
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Figure 2. Maximum speedup achieved 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

We have optimized the load-balance of a combustion simulation application with a model 

and experiment combined method on heterogeneous platform. Good performance is achieved 

when using heterogeneous hardware, as compared to the pure CPU configuration. 
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